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that was , making a total of A00 days making one Ancient year of
LIGHT. But for the spiritual, one 198.89507 days in TIME that was (+)
and one 198.89507 days in TIME that was , making a total of 397.79011,
days in TIME for one Ancient year.
The DINÈÈDISIONAL TIME CHANGE caused by VENUS remained the same except
tribal scholars now had to calculate positive and negative TIME cycles
to this Planet .
But what has been shown so far with the exceptions, of the Dimensione
Time Change caused by the Planet VENUS and the concept of an ASTROLOGY
WHEEL; all this and much more is known and could be presented in a more
articulate and accurate manner by the Cibola Group who are searching for
the seven underground cities where the Indians on a MIGRATION TRAIL
stop and rest; and the research group(meny are funded by the government) that have studied all the MIGRATION TRAILS of the
American Indian, who
have traveled not only through North and South America but through many
parte of Africa and Asia . I have been privileged to see some of their
Libraries.
Next! To explain why so much money, talent, and timethat has been
given these subjects by all the civilized countries since the beginning
of civilized history, one is in a mentalblock! Why? In an ol"d Ancient
language individuels can discuss in greet detail and breakdown what one
must overcome and do, to be able to travel in a GREAT INDIAN MIGRATION.
Next, to take these ancient discussions and try to find english or any
other language that has ungone THE SIGNS, SOUNDS, and SYMBOLS conversions
of the civilized, there are LIQ words, expressions, or phrases that will
present the same ideas and concepts. For anyone that is not a scholar in
any subject, this is pretty hard to believe. But any scientist or scholar

